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Executive Summary
Why Construct an Interview Folder?
• All your information is in one neat packet
• Concrete demonstration of your unique ‘products’
• Illustration of your unique ‘tool kit’
(your hard and soft skills)
• Leave your business card with your information
• Hard copy of your background information:
Easy access to letters of reference
Provide a hard copy of your resume
Printed copy of your unofficial transcript

The interview folder is a reminder of who you are,
what your “product” is and why someone should
hire you. It is a easy access marketing tool.
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The Benedictine Interview Folder
We will be using the Roaring Springs Folder from the Benedictine Bookstore. Inside it
should have a slot for your business card (left hand side pocket). If there is no slot, center
your card on the left hand side pocket and tape your card in with one sheet of packing
tape)

http://ben.bncollege.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Roaring_Springs_Imprinted_Laminated_Portfolio/ProductDisplay?pare
ntCatId=40363&imageId=1040847&level=&graphicId=CUS01000&categoryId=40475&catalogId=10002&langId=1&storeId=43556&productId=400000021008&topCatId=40351
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The Benedictine Interview Folder: Where to Place Your Card
Inside it should have a slot for your business card (left hand side pocket). If there is no
slot, center your card on the left hand side pocket and tape your card in with one sheet of
packing tape)

Put your card here
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What’s in an Interview Folder
We all arrange our material in the same pockets for an interview folder

A

B

Left Side of Folder Labeled A
• Interview Folder Cover Letter
• Resume
• Unofficial transcript from Benedictine University
• Letter of Recommendations: need two

Right Side of Folder Labeled B
Demonstration of desirable career skills
see the next few pages for example of current
skills that employers find desirable. Make your
own list of the skills you wish to illustrat
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Interview Folder Cover Letter
See Interview Folder Sample Cover Letter at:
http://www.mmspiretrading.com/personal-career-skills.html
THIS COVER LETTER MUST FIT ON ONE PAGE
First Paragraph:
who recommended you or where you found this exact position (use full name) at this
exact company (full name of company), when you are graduating and what is your
degree
Second Paragraph:
what have you done that is unique – worked two jobs, had an especially interesting
internship, worked for MMspire Trading, climbed Mt Everet
Third Paragraph:
Description of what makes you unique. In the sample, the person was the COO of
MMspire Trading Company and he describes his notable contribution
Description of what is located on Right Side of Folder:
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Interview Folder Cover Letter Continued
See Interview Folder Sample Cover Letter at:
http://www.mmspiretrading.com/personal-career-skills.html
THIS COVER LETTER MUST FIT ON ONE PAGE
Description of what is located on Left Side of Folder
This description MUST cover EXACT skills (hard or soft) that you wish to illustrate
in order to obtain this position.

Final Paragraph:
This is your wrap up paragraph
Thank the company for letting you submit your work
Reference your resume as a place to find further information and contact details
Sign off by saying that you look forward to hearing from them soon, etc
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Side A of Folder: Non-Official Grade Transcript
• Go to your online school records and find
your Unofficial Online Academic
Transcript.
• Print it. Include on the right side of your
interview folder.
•
•
•
•
•

A non-official transcript will include:
Grades
Courses
The semester the course was taken
The number of credits of the course

• Why to Bring it:
• Displays successes and failures subtly
• Shows honesty and reliability
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Side B of Folder: Demonstration of Desirable Skills for Career
No matter what you have studied in school, whether anthropology or French or computer
science, you will have had to learn the top five skills on the list. The trick is to
demonstrate that you have those skills through your cover letter, résumé, interview and
provide examples in your interview folder.

Think about class projects where you have been a team member or leader and jobs where
you have had to plan and prioritize. Describe those skills specifically in your résumé and
cover letter and in your job interview.
1. Ability to work in a team structure
2. Ability to make decisions and solve problems (tie)
3. Ability to communicate verbally with people inside and outside an organization
4. Ability to plan, organize and prioritize work
5. Ability to obtain and process information
6. Ability to analyze quantitative data
7. Technical knowledge related to the job
8. Proficiency with computer software programs
9. Ability to create and/or edit written reports
10. Ability to sell and influence others

http://www.forbes.com/sites/susanadams/2014/11/12/the-10-skills-employers-most-want-in-2015graduates/#3dd313c019f6
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Side B of Folder Demonstration of Desirable Skills for Career: More
Concrete Skills

MONEY Magazine, June, 2016 is a fantastic
issue for you to read to examine how to find a
job, what skills pay more, how to get a raise,
what to wear, how to line up a mentor, etc.

This list on the left is from MONEY. Make
sure you know the definition of each skill in
your industry and can speak to it on your
resume, cover letter and interview folder.

http://time.com/money/4328180/most-valuable-career-skills/
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Side B of Folder: Basic Soft Skills Examples
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Willingness to learn and to keep learning in a fast paced environment
Work effectively with a cross cultural team. We desire an aptitude to work with others for long hours in a tight
space.
Communicate complex thoughts in an effective manner (verbally and written): for example the ability to
explain a technical issue effectively and teach it to others using Excel and PowerPoint
The ability to adapt to changes / pick up new technology quickly and adjust to the continually changing market
environment
Sound research skills. The ability to provide a possible answer to an issue by relying on in-depth research to
frame multiple perspectives.
Project management skills: Organization, planning and effectively implementing projects and tasks for yourself
and other team members. Building project management plans by using research and implementing tools (such
as existing presentations) is paramount to success.
Strong problem-solving skills: The ability to use creativity, reasoning, past experience, information and
available resources to resolve issues in a team environment.
Development and optimization of business procedures and quantification of results.
Very strong work ethic: take initiative, be reliable and do the job correctly the first time.
Ability to manage and prioritize your own work without micromanagement supervision
We desire a high emotional intelligence: strong social skills, social awareness and self-management skills.

http://www.mmspiretrading.com/internship-application.html
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Side B of Folder: Basic Hard Skills Examples
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Technical skills include the knowledge of accounting, budgeting, financial reporting, research and analysis of
data. You must be more than familiar with programs such as MS Excel, Access, and PowerPoint to handle
spreadsheets, large amount of data and prepare high quality presentations.
Strong analytical skills, be accurate, detect and correct errors, keep deadlines and be able to work both
independently or as part of a team.
Use of excel with large data sets including pivot tables, macros, enhanced calls to VBA, complex graphing is
necessary. You must be able to make excel dance.
Solid grounding in the understanding of basic analytics and their productive use in Excel, and to leverage this
basic understanding to more complex problems. You will need the ability to manage large pools of data and
solve problems.
Strong Inductive and Deductive Analytical Skills: Inductive analysis, also called pattern analysis, involves
seeing patterns in data and inferring cause-and- effect relationships between different data points
(understanding the ramifications of the changing patterns). Deductive analysis starts with an expectation based
on previous experience, like “three months after housing sales start to increase, we see sales of our products
increase,” and assesses whether that relationship might be changing and should be retested. Information to
develop and evaluate options and implement solutions
Complex Problem Solving: Identifying complex problems and reviewing related information to develop and
evaluate options and implement solutions.
- The ability to form a good hypothesis: it can be tested, it is fragile and it is clear.
- The ability to apply Occam’s Razor Hypothesis: when there are competing theories, its is best
to examine the simplest one first (the one that makes the fewest assumptions).
Research ability including data collection from web
Mathematics: probability and statistics
Finance skill: portfolio theory, derivatives, options foreign exchange
Communication skills in power point for analysis presentation. Superior ease of use.
Ease with new technology such as trading platforms FXCM and Bloomberg. Bloomberg Essentials:
Commodities, Equities, Fixed Income and FX.
http://www.mmspiretrading.com/internship-application.html
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Top 10 Interview Questions

Use the below questions to determine what you should bring as examples of previous work
that will boost your interview credentials.
Top 10 Interview Questions:
1. Tell me about yourself.
2. Why should I hire you?
3. What is your long-range objective?
4. How has your education prepared you for your career? (Good one if you have past
school project valuable to job)
5. Are you a team player?
6. Have you ever had a conflict with a boss or professor? How was it resolved?
7. What is your greatest weakness?
8. If I were to ask your professors to describe you, what would they say?
9. What qualities do you feel a successful manager should have?
10.If you had to live your life over again, what one thing would you change?
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